Introduction
A well-known result states that a for any odd p, the isomorphism classes of p-adic lattices correspond to the possible symbols of the form N e=0 (p e ) εene , where ε e ∈ {±1} and n e ∈ N for every e. Moreover, the Witt Cancellation Theorem holds for p-adic lattices, as is shown in [J1] . The same assertions hold for lattices over the ring of integers O in a finite field extension of Q p . In all references known to the author (e.g., [J1] , [J3] , [C] , [O] , etc.) the proof is based on the p-adic valuation being discrete, or at least of rank 1 (see [D] ). Recall that a valuation has rank 1 if the value group can be embedded in (R, +) as an ordered group. The first aim of this paper is to generalize these assertions to lattices over any 2-Henselian valuation ring with a finite residue field whose characteristic is not 2. Indeed, a very simple variation of the short argument appearing in Section 4 of Chapter 1 of [MH] suffices to prove this result (see also Section 3 in Chapter 8 of [C] for the case of lattices over the ring Z p of p-adic numbers).
Next we consider unimodular rank 2 lattices, which contain the only nontrivial indecomposable lattices over valuation rings (up to multiplying the bilinear form by a scalar). We focus on the residue characteristic 2 case, where indeed such indecomposable lattices exist. We define an invariant for isomorphism classes of these lattices, which in some sense generalizes the Arf invariant defined in [A] . We then show how two invariants characterize the isomorphism classes of such lattices, in case they contain a primitive element whose norm has valuation larger than v(2). We conclude by giving some relations between different Jordan decompositions (in residue characteristic 2) which yield isomorphic lattices, taking a Jordan decomposition of a lattice to a "more canonical" one.
In Section 1 we prove the existence of Jordan decompositions over any valuation ring, and show that an approximated isomorphism between lattices over 2-Henselian valuation ring is a twist of a true approximation. Section 2 proves the "uniqueness of the symbol" result. In Section 3 we present the conventions for unimodular rank 2 lattices, with their generalized Arf invariants. Section 4 considers isomorphisms between unimodular rank 2 lattices containing a primitive vector of norm divisible by 2, and shows that the fine Arf invariant and the class of minimal norms characterize the isomorphism class of such lattices. Finally, in Section 5 we define when one Jordan decomposition in residue characteristic 2 is "more canonical" than another Jordan decomposition, and present certain transformations of Jordan decompositions which makes them "more canonical".
Jordan Decompositions
Let R be a commutative ring, and let M be a finite rank free R-module with a symmetric bilinear form. We denote the bilinear form by (·, ·) : M × M → R, and for x ∈ M we write x 2 for (x, x) (this element of R is called the norm of x). The bilinear form maps M to the dual module M * = Hom R (M, R), and we call the bilinear form non-degenerate if this map M → M * is injective. In this case we call M an R-lattice. Note that our non-degeneracy condition is weaker than the inner product condition considered in [MH] , where the map M → M * is required to be bijective. In case this map is injective we call the lattice M unimodular. We consider only the case where R is an integral domain, so we assume this from now on. In this case we can extend scalars to the field of fractions K of R, and obtain a K-lattice, or equivalently an inner product space over K. Then non-degeneracy is equivalent to requiring a non-zero determinant for the Gram matrix of the bilinear form using any basis for M .
Some authors (e.g., [MH] ) assume that a module underlying lattice is projective (and not necessarily free). However, our main interest here is the case where R is a valuation ring, hence a local ring, where these two conditions are equivalent.
Elements x and y of a lattice M are called orthogonal and denoted x ⊥ y if (x, y) = 0. For a submodule N of M we denote N ⊥ its orthogonal complement, the submodule of M consisting of those x ∈ M such that x ⊥ y for all y ∈ N . Our non-degeneracy condition is equivalent to the assertion that M ⊥ = {0}. A direct sum of lattices is orthogonal if every two elements from different lattices are orthogonal. Then an orthogonal direct sum of bilinear form modules is a lattice (i.e., non-degenerate) if and only if all the summands are lattices. Two lattices M and N are called isomorphic, denoted M ∼ = N , if there exists an R-module isomorphism between them which preserves the bilinear form. A non-degenerate lattice M has an orthogonal basis if and only if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of rank 1 lattices. For a lattice M and an element 0 = a ∈ R, we denote M (a) the lattice obtained from M by multiplying the bilinear form by a. This lattice is non-degenerate if and only if M has this property, and a basis for the module M is orthogonal for the lattice M if and only if it is orthogonal for M (a).
We denote the group of invertible elements in the ring R by R * , and the multiplicative group of K by K * . The determinant of a Gram matrix of a basis of M is independent of the choice of basis up to elements of (R * ) 2 . Hence a statement of the form "the determinant of the bilinear form on M divides an element of R" is well-defined. We note that M is unimodular (hence nondegenerate in the sense of [MH] ) if and only if this determinant is in R
* . An element x of a lattice M is called primitive if the module M/Rx is torsion-free. This condition is equivalent to x being an element of some basis of M , and it is preserved under multiplication from R * . Note that this notion depends only on the structure of M as an R-module, and not on the bilinear form on M .
We now prove the existence of Jordan decompositions for lattices over arbitrary valuation rings. We follow closely the arguments in Chapter 1 of [MH] (where bilinear forms over fields are considered) and [J1] or Chapter 8 of [C] (which considers the p-adic numbers).
Let N be a (free) submodule of M which is non-degenerate of rank r. First we prove a simplified version of Lemma 1 of [J1] : Lemma 1.1. Let e i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r be a basis for N , and let A ∈ M r (R) be the matrix whose ij-entry is (e i , e j ). For any x ∈ M and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, denote A i,x the matrix whose ij-entry (with the same i) is (x, e j ) and all the other entries coincide with those of A. If det A divides det A i,x in R for any i and x then M decomposes as N ⊕ N ⊥ (as lattices).
Proof. Since N is non-degenerate, we have N ∩ N ⊥ = {0}, hence N ⊕ N ⊥ is a sub-lattice of M . We need to show equality. Choose a basis e i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r of N and take x ∈ M . We claim that there exists some y = r i=1 a i e i ∈ N (with a i ∈ R) such that (x, e j ) = (y, e j ) for any 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Indeed, these equalities (one for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r) yield a system of linear equations for the coefficients a i , which we can solve over K since the corresponding matrix is A (hence of non-zero determinant). But the solution is given using Cramer's formula, i.e., a i = det Ai,x det A ∈ K, and our assumptions imply that these coefficients are in R. Now, since y ∈ N and our assumption on y implies x − y ∈ N ⊥ , we obtain that x = y + (x − y) ∈ N ⊕ N ⊥ , as desired. This proves the lemma.
Assume now that R is a valuation ring. This means that there is a totally ordered (additive) group Γ (the value group) and a surjective homomorphism v : K * → Γ (called the valuation) satisfying v(x+ y) ≥ min{v(x), v(y)} for every x and y in K. Here and throughout, we extend v to a function on K by setting v(0) = ∞ and considering it larger than any element of Γ. The statement that R is the valuation ring of v means that R is characterized by those elements x ∈ K such that v(x) ≥ 0 (with 0 here is the trivial element of Γ). For any γ ∈ Γ we define I γ = x ∈ K * v(x) > γ . It is a (proper) ideal in R if γ ≥ 0. In particular, I 0 is the unique maximal ideal of R.
In many references (e.g., [D] ), the ordered group Γ is considered as a subgroup of the additive group of R. Such valuations are called of rank 1. In particular, the discrete valuations, in which Γ ∼ = Z (covering the case of the p-adic numbers and thier finite extensions) have rank 1. However, we pose no restrictions on v in Γ in this paper, hence the rank is arbitrary.
We call an R-lattice M uni-valued if it can be written as L(σ) with L unimodular and σ ∈ R. This notion is closely related to the notion of a-unimodularity considered, for example, in [O] . For any R-lattice M we define the valuation of M , denoted v(M ), to be min{v(x, y)|x, y ∈ M }, where we use the shorthand v(x, y) for v (x, y) . If M is uni-valued, then by writing M = L(σ) with L unimodular we have v(M ) = v(σ). Using these definitions, Lemma 1.1 yields Proposition 1.2. A lattice M over a valuation ring R is isomorphic to an orthogonal direct sum
Proof. We apply induction on the rank of M . For rank 1 lattices the assertion is trivial. Let v = v(M ). Assume first that there is an element x ∈ M such that v(x 2 ) = v. Then N = Rx satisfies the condition of Lemma 1.1, so that we can write M = N ⊕ N ⊥ . On the other hand, if no such x exists, then we take x and y in M such that v(x, y) = v, and our assumption implies v(x 2 ) > v and v(y 2 ) > v. We claim that x and y are linearly independent over R. Indeed, the equality ax + by = 0 implies ax 2 + b(x, y) = 0 and a(x, y) + by 2 = 0, hence a ∈ bI 0 and b ∈ aI 0 , which is possible only if a = b = 0. Moreover, N = Rx⊕Ry satisfies the condition of Lemma 1.1. Indeed, the valuation of the determinant is 2v, while the valuation of any other 2 × 2 determinant with entries in the image of the bilinear form has valuation at least 2v. Thus also here M = N ⊕ N ⊥ . It remains to verify that in both cases N is uni-valued. To see this, observe that any rank 1 lattice is uni-valued, and in the second case dividing the bilinear form on N by (x, y) gives a unimodular lattice. The induction hypothesis allows us to decompose N ⊥ into uni-valued lattices, and adding N to the component of valuation v in N ⊥ (if it exists), completes the proof of the proposition.
The decomposition of Proposition 1.2 is called a Jordan splitting in [O] . From the proof of Proposition 1.2 we deduce Corollary 1.3. If 2 ∈ R * then the components M k have orthogonal bases. If 2 ∈ R * then either M k has an orthogonal basis or it admits an orthogonal decomposition into lattices of rank 2 each having a basis {x, y} such that v(x 2 ) and v(y 2 ) are both strictly larger than v(x, y).
Proof. First we show that if 2 ∈ R * then there exists an element
In view of the proof of Proposition 1.2, this proves the corollary in this case. Assume now 2 ∈ R * . The proof of Proposition 1.2 shows that M k can be written as an orthogonal direct sum of rank 1 lattices and rank 2 lattices of the sort described above. It remains to show that if a lattice of rank 1 appears in M k then M k has an orthogonal basis. It suffices (by induction) to prove that if N is the direct sum of one rank 1 lattice and one rank 2 lattice of this form having the same valuation then N has an orthogonal basis. Let now N = Rx ⊕ Ry ⊕ Rz be a lattice in which x ⊥ z, y ⊥ z, and (x, y) and z 2 have common (finite) valuation v while v(x 2 ) > v and v(y 2 ) > v. One checks directly that has the three elements tx+ z,
2 )z form an orthogonal basis for N for any t ∈ R * . This proves the corollary.
Recall that a valuation ring R is called Henselian if Hensel's Lemma holds in R, namely if given three monic polynomials f , g 0 , and h 0 in the polynomial ring R[x] such that f − g 0 h 0 lies in I 0 [X] (i.e., all the coefficients of that difference have positive valuation) and the resultant of g 0 and h 0 is in R * then there exist monic polynomials g and h in R[x] such that f = gh and g − g 0 and h − h 0 are in I 0 [X]. In particular, taking g to be of degree 1 renders this statement equivalent to the assertion that if a ∈ R and monic f ∈ R[x] satisfy v(f (a)) > 0 and v(f ′ (a)) = 0 then f has a root b ∈ R with b − a ∈ I 0 . We call a valuation ring 2-Henselian if the last assertion holds for any polynomial f of degree 2. We note that a more general assertion holds in an Henselian ring, stating that for f ∈ R[x] (not necessarily monic!) and an element a ∈ R such
. Indeed, following the proof of the equivalence of (e) and (f ) in Theorem 18.1.2 of [E] , we use the Taylor expansion to write f a −
for some polynomial g, and we present this expression as f (a)y d h 1 y where d is the degree of f and h(x) has the form
. In a 2-Henselian valuation ring this more general condition holds for any f ∈ R[x] of degree 2. Now, Theorem 7 in Chapter 2 of [Sch] shows that every complete valuation ring is Henselian (and in particular 2-Henselian), our results hold for a variety of interesting valuation rings.
The following property of 2-Henselian rings will be used below. Lemma 1.4. An element of R of the form 1 + y with v(y) > 2v(2) lies in (R * ) 2 , and has a unique square root 1 + z such that v(z) > v(2). Moreover, the equality v(y) = v(z) + v(2) holds in this case. Let A, B, and C be three elements of K such that v(AC) > 2v(B) (hence B = 0). Then the equation
(so that this solution is in R if v(C) ≥ v(B)). If A = 0 then the other solution has valuation v B A , which is strictly smaller. Proof. Consider the polynomial f (t) = t 2 − 1 − y and the approximate root 1. The 2-Henselianity of R yields a root of this polynomial, which we write as 1+z,
The second square root of 1 + y is −1 − z, and by subtracting 1 we obtain the element −2 − z of R, which has valuation precisely v(2) since v(z) > v(2). Now, the equation At 2 + Bt + C = 0 has only one solution t = − Our first result states that the existence of an approximate isomorphism between lattices over 2-Henselian valuation rings implies that the lattices are indeed isomorphic. See Theorem 2 of [D] for the special case of complete valuation rings of rank 1, and Corollary 36a of [J3] or Lemma 5.1 of [C] for the case R = Z p . Theorem 1.5. Let M and N be R-lattices. Decompose M as in Proposition 1.2, and assume that M and N are isomorphic when we reduce modulo I v(Mt)+2v(2) . Then M ∼ = N as R-lattices.
Proof. Denote I v(Mt)+2v(2) by I. An isomorphism over R/I can be lifted to an R-module homomorphism ϕ : M → N (since M is a free module). Moreover, ϕ must be bijective: Observe that M and N must have the same rank, and by choosing bases for both modules the determinant of ϕ is a unit modulo I hence lies in R * . ϕ preserves the bilinear form up to I, and we now show how to alter ϕ to a lattice isomorphism from M to N . We apply induction on the (common) rank of M and N .
Assume first that M 1 has an orthogonal basis, and let x be an element of the basis of M 1 . Then v(x 2 ) is minimal in M , and the fact that x 2 ∈ I implies the equality v(ϕ(x)
2 ) = v(x 2 ). This valuation is also minimal in N . Moreover, the inequality v
⊥ , and we define ψ : M → N by taking x to cϕ(x) and
. Moreover, the congruence ϕ(u) 2 ≡ u 2 (mod I) and the relations ϕ(u), ϕ(x) ∈ I and
On the other hand, if M 1 has no orthogonal basis, then we take some x and y in M 1 such that v(x, y) is minimal in M , and then v ϕ(x), ϕ(y) = v(x, y) is minimal in N . Moreover, v(ϕ(x) 2 ) and v(ϕ(y) 2 ) are both larger than v(x, y). We need to modify ϕ(x) and ϕ(y) in order to obtain elements spanning a rank 2 sublattice of N which is isomorphic to Rx ⊕ Ry. We claim that there exist elements s and t in I v(2) and c ≡ 1(mod I v(2) ) such that
and cϕ(x) + csϕ(y), ϕ(y) + tϕ(x) = (x, y).
First we apply Lemma 1.4 with the numbers A = ϕ(x) 2 , B = 2 ϕ(x), ϕ(y) , and C = ϕ(y) 2 −y 2 ∈ I (these numbers satisfy the assumptions of that Lemma). The
are elements of (x, y)I, so that ∆ ϕ −∆ lies in the same ideal and x 2 ∆ϕ
. Thus, we can use Lemma 1.4 again and obtain a solution s, of valuation v( C B > v(2), to As 2 + Bs + C = 0. Furthermore, since s and t are in I v(2) , the number
is congruent to 1 modulo I v(2) (hence lies in R * ). We denote by c the inverse of this number, hence v(c − 1) > v(2) as well. The two elements cϕ(x) + csϕ(y) and ϕ(y) + tϕ(x) span Rϕ(x) ⊕ Rϕ(y) since the determinant c(1 − st) of the transition matrix is in R * , and the choice of c implies cϕ(x) + csϕ(y), ϕ(y) + tϕ(x) = (x, y).
In order to evaluate cϕ(x)+csϕ(y) 2 we write the square of the denominator of c as
Substituting the quadratic equation for t in each of the coefficients of s 2 , s, and 1 takes the latter expression to the form
Multiplying cϕ(x) + csϕ(y) 2 − x 2 by the latter expression yields (recall the numerator (x, y) of c)
The coefficients of s 2 , s, and 1 are t 2 x 2 ∆ ϕ −ϕ(y) 2 ∆, −2tx 2 ∆ ϕ −2(ϕ(x), ϕ(y))∆, and x 2 ∆ ϕ − ϕ(x) 2 ∆ respectively, so the quadratic equation for s shows that the latter expression vanishes. This shows that cϕ(x) + csϕ(y) 2 = x 2 as desired.
Let u ∈ (Rx ⊕ Ry) ⊥ be given. As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we can find, using Cramer's rule, the coefficients of ϕ(x) and ϕ(y) which should be subtracted from ϕ(u) in order to obtain a vector perpendicular to ϕ(x) and ϕ(y). These coefficients are of the form det Ai,u ∆ , hence lie in R, and in fact in I 2v(2) . We define a map ψ : M → N by sending x to cϕ(x) + csϕ(y), y to ϕ(y) + tϕ(x), and u ∈ (Rx ⊕ Ry)
⊥ to ϕ(u) modified by the appropriate multiples of ϕ(x) and ϕ(y). The map ψ is an isomorphism of Rx ⊕ Ry onto its image Rϕ(x) ⊕ Rϕ(y) and it takes (Rx ⊕ Ry)
⊥ onto the orthogonal complement of the latter space. In addition, ψ(u) 2 ≡ u 2 (mod I) by arguments similar to the previous case, using the orthogonality of ψ(u) to ϕ(x) and to ϕ(y).
In both cases M decomposes as K ⊕ K ⊥ and we have altered ϕ to a map ψ which is an isomorphism on K and preserves the orthogonality between K and K ⊥ . Since the restriction of ψ to K ⊥ (denoted ψ K ⊥ ) becomes an isomorphism when reducing modulo I, the induction hypothesis allows us to alter ψ K ⊥ to an isomorphism η :
The map which takes x ∈ K to ψ(x) and u ∈ K ⊥ to η(u) is the desired isomorphism from M to N .
We note that in each induction step in Theorem 1.5 the element c − 1 of R, as well as s and t in the second case, lie in I v(2) . Moreover, the coefficients we use when changing the map on the orhogonal complement in each step lie in I 2v(2) . This proves the stronger statement, that reducing any "isomorphism-upto-I" modulo the (larger) ideal I v(2) yields the image (modulo I v(2) ) of a true isomorphism from M to N .
Uniqueness of the Decomposition if ∈ R *
We recall that for odd p there are two isomorphism classes of unimodular p-adic lattices of rank n, and the isomorphism classes correspond to the possible values of the Legendre symbol of the discriminant of the lattice over the prime p (see, for example, Section 4 of [Z] ). Then the decomposition of a general p-adic lattice as described in Section 1 allows us to define the symbol of the p-adic lattice, and the possible symbols are in one-to-one correspondence with isomorphism classes of p-adic lattices. We now use a simple argument to show that a similar assertion holds over any 2-Henselian valuation ring (of arbitrary rank) with a finite residue field in which 2 is invertible.
Following Section 4 of [MH] , we define, for a decomposition of M as an orthogonal direct sum K ⊕L, the reflection corresponding to this decomposition to be the map r : M → M which takes x ∈ K to x and y ∈ L to −y. This map is an involution, which preserves the bilinear form on M . First we prove Lemma 2.1. Let R be a valuation ring in which 2 ∈ R * , let M be an R-lattice, and let x and y be elements in M having the same norm. Let v be the valuation of this common norm, and assume further that the norm of any z ∈ M is at least v. Then there is a reflection on M taking x to y.
Proof. Write x = u + w and y = u − w for u = x+y 2 and w = x−y 2 . The norm equality x 2 = y 2 implies u ⊥ w, hence this common norm equals u 2 + w 2 . Under our assumption on v we have v(u 2 ) ≥ v, v(w 2 ) ≥ v, and v(u 2 + w 2 ) = v, whence at least one of the two inequalities is an equality. Since 2 ∈ R * , the proof of Corollary 1.3 shows that the 1-dimensional sublatttice generated by the corresponding element (u or w) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.2, giving a decomposition of M . Observing again that u ⊥ w, we find that if v(u 2 ) = v then the reflection with respect to the decomposition M = Ru ⊕ (Ru)
⊥ gives the desired outcome, while if v(w 2 ) = v we can use the one corresponding to the decomposition M = (Rw) ⊥ ⊕ Rw. This proves the lemma.
As an application of Lemma 2.1 we deduce Corollary 2.2. Every automorphism of a rank n lattice M over a valuation ring R such that 2 ∈ R * is the composition of at most n reflections.
Proof. We apply induction on n, the case n = 1 being trivial (since Aut(M ) is just {±1} in this case). Corollary 1.3 yields an orthogonal basis for M , and let x be an element of this basis whose norm has minimal valuation. Given an automorphism f of M , the elements x and f (x) of M satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.1, hence there exists a reflection r on M taking f (x) to x. Lemma 1.1 implies M = Rx⊕ (Rx) ⊥ , and the composition r • f fixes x, hence restricts to an automorphism of (Rx) ⊥ . By the induction hypothesis, the latter automorphism is a composition of at most n − 1 reflections on (Rx) ⊥ , and by extending each such reflection to M by leaving x invariant we obtain that r•f is the composition of at most n − 1 reflections on M . Composing with r −1 = r completes the proof of the corollary.
Next we prove a special case of the Witt Cancellation Theorem, which holds for lattices over any valuation ring in which 2 is invertible. Proposition 2.3. Let M and N be lattices over a valuation ring R in which v(2) = 0, and define v = min{v(M ), v(N )}. Let L be a rank 1 lattice spanned by an element x whose norm has valuation not exceeding v, and assume that M ⊕ L and N ⊕ L are isomorphic. Then the lattices M and N are isomorphic.
of N ⊕ L satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.1, yielding a reflection r on N ⊕ L taking the latter element to the former. Writing g = r • f , we obtain an isomorphism from M ⊕ L to N ⊕ L which takes the direct summand L of the first lattice onto the direct summand L in the second one. This isomorphism must therefore take M isomorphically onto N , which proves the proposition. Proposition 2.3 generalizes a special case of Theorem 1 of [J1] , with a simpler proof.
We can now prove the main result for the case v(2) = 0, which is Theorem 2.4. Let M and N be lattices over a 2-Henselian valuation ring R such that 2 ∈ R * . Decompose M and N , using Proposition 1.2, as
Proof. The ranks of M and N must be equal, and we apply induction on this common rank. The case of rank 1 is immediate. Let y ∈ M 1 be a basis element as in Corollary 1.3. Then v(y 2 ) is minimal in M , and let w ∈ N be an element having the same norm as y (such w exists since
Thus, the image of 
Proof. Write M = Theorem 2.4 generalizes Theorem 4 of [D] to (2-Henselian) valuation rings of arbitrary rank, and Corollary 2.5 generalizes Theorem 2 of [J1] and Theorem 5 of of [D] to this case, again with simplified proofs.
Theorem 2.4 shows that the classification of general R-lattices (for R a 2-Henselian valuation ring with 2 ∈ R * ) reduces to the classification of unimodular R-lattices in the following sense. For every v ≥ 0 fix some element σ v ∈ R with valuation v (with σ 0 = 1), and by Theorem 2.4 every R-lattice M can be written uniquely up to an isomorphism as v M v (σ v ) with M v unimodular such that M v = 0 for all but finitely many v. Moreover, in this case the unimodular lattices are determined up to isomorphism by their restriction to the residue field F of R (see, for example, Theorem 1.5-note that v(2) = 0 by our assumption on R and v(M t ) = 0 by unimodularity), which is non-degenerate for unimodular lattices. Hence the classification of R-lattices simplifies to the classification of lattices over the field F, whose characteristic differs from 2, for which many methods have been developed. For general fields this problem is not at all simple: For example, for F a global field the isomorphism classes depend on all the completions of F. However, if F is finite then the isomorphism class of an Flattice M is determined by its rank and sign (i.e, the image of the determinant of a Gram matrix of a basis of M in the order 2 group F * /(F * ) 2 )-see, for example, Proposition 5 in Chapter IV of [Se] . Let 1 εn denote a unimodular R-lattice (R as above, with a finite residue field F) whose restriction modulo I 0 has rank n and sign ε ∈ F * /(F * ) 2 ∼ = {±1}. Using the shorthand σ Proof. The existence of such a representative follows from Proposition 1.2 and the fact that every uni-valued R-lattice is (up to isomorphism) of the form σ εv nv v for unique v, n v , and ε v (see the previous paragraph). The uniqueness follows from Theorem 2.4. This proves the proposition.
In the case where R is a discrete valuation ring we can take σ v for v ∈ N to by the vth power of a uniformizer π of R. In particular, Proposition 2.6 yields the known symbols for lattices over p-adic rings (for odd p), but it holds in much greater generality.
for the description of the isomorphism classes of such lattices to consider just unimodular lattices. For rank 1 lattices the task is easy: Each isomorphism class of unimodular rank 1 lattices corresponds to an element of R * /(R * ) 2 , which is the norm of a generator of a lattice in this isomorphism class. We consider classes modulo (R * ) 2 since multiplying the generator by c ∈ R * yields a generator for the same module, with norm multiplied by c 2 . In fact, if the unimodularity assumption is relaxed, the isomorphism classes of non-degenerate rank 1 lattices correspond to classes in (R \ {0})/(R * ) 2 , and these assertions hold over any integral domain R.
We now consider unimodular rank 2 lattices, in which the basis elements x and y satisfy (x, y) ∈ R * . In fact, every unimodular rank 2 lattice L over a valuation ring admits such a basis: If for a given basis x and y of L we have (x, y) ∈ R * (i.e., (x, y) ∈ I 0 ) then without loss of generality unimodularity implies v(x 2 ) = 0. Then x and x+y form a basis for L such that (x, x+y) ∈ R * . Moreover, by multiplying x or y by an element of R * we may assume (x, y) = 1. Given α and β in R, we denote the rank 2 lattice spanned by elements x and y with x 2 = α, (x, y) = 1, and y 2 = β by M α,β . Without loss of generality, we always assume v(α) ≤ v(β). An interesting question, which will be answered under some assumptions in Section 4 below, is how to find conditions on α, β, γ and δ such that M α,β ∼ = M γ,δ . The present section is devoted to the description of the lattices M α,β under some maximality assumption on v(β), and introduces the generalized Arf invariant of such a lattice. Unless stated otherwise, R is a 2-Henselian valuation ring.
Recall that a non-zero norm 0 vector is called isotropic, and a lattice is called isotropic if it contains an isotropic vector. Our first observation is
Proof. write (y + tx) 2 = αt 2 + 2t + β, and the coefficients A = α, B = 2, and C = β satisfy the condition of Lemma 1.4. Hence there exists some t ∈ K which eliminates this expression, and the inequality v(C) > v(B) (which follows from v(α) ≤ v(β) and v(α) + v(β) > 2v(2)) implies that we can take t ∈ R (and even t ∈ I 0 ).
We now prove another assertion about the possible values of norms of elements of M α,β having minimal valuation under certain conditions. In the case v(2) > 0 the Artin-Schreier map ρ : F → F is defined by ρ(x) = x 2 − x. It is an additive homomorphism on F, whose kernel is the prime subfield F 2 ⊆ F, and its image is denoted F AS . By some abuse of notation, the map from R to R defined by the same formula x → x 2 − x will be also denoted ρ, though it is no longer a homomorphism of additive groups (unless 2 = 0 in R). We denote ρ(R) by R AS . First we need Lemma 3.2. If y ∈ R then y ∈ R AS holds if and only if y + I 0 ∈ F AS .
. The coefficients A = 1, B = 2x − 1, and C = x 2 − x − y satisfy v(AC) > v(B 2 ) since v(C) > 0 and v(A) = v(B) = 0 (recall that 2 ∈ I 0 ). Hence Lemma 1.4 yields a root s ∈ I 0 ⊆ R of this polynomial. The element x+s of R (with the same F-image as x) satisfies ρ(x + s) = y.
We now prove an important technical result for later applications. (2), and let T = (R * ) 2 · (α + 2R) be the set of elements of the form c 2 (α + 2r) with r ∈ R and c ∈ R
is the set of all norms of elements in M α,β . Otherwise v(α) < v(2), and A is the set of norms of elements of M α,β having minimal valuation (namely, having the same valuation as α).
the same set T consists of all the norms of primitive elements of M α,β .
Proof. First we show that an element of R lies in T if and only if it is the norm of some element z ∈ M α,β of the form z = cx + dy with c ∈ R * . Indeed, such an element of M α,β can be written as c(x + sy) with s ∈ R, and its norm c 2 (α + 2s + s 2 β) is of the form c 2 (α + 2r) since 2|β. Conversely, given r and c we need to show that c 2 (α + 2r) can be obtained as the norm of such z ∈ M α,β . By writing z = c(x + sy) again this assertion reduces to finding s ∈ R such that r = s + s r , which has a root t by our assumption on r. Now, if v(β) > v(2) and v(α) ≥ v(2) then T = 2R, and since for every element z = ax+ by ∈ M α,β the three terms a 2 α, 2ab, and b 2 β of z 2 are divisible by 2, we obtain T = {z 2 |z ∈ M α,β }. On the other hand, assume v(α) < v(2), and let z ∈ M α,β be an element whose norm has the same valuation as α. We write z = cx + dy, and if c ∈ I 0 then the three terms c 2 α, 2cd, and d 2 β of (cx + dy) 2 lie in I v(α) . Since this contradicts the assumption v(z 2 ) = v(α) we deduce c ∈ R * , and we have already seen that z 2 ∈ T for such z. It remains to consider the case v(β) = v(2) = v(α). In this case a primitive element of M α,β not considered in the above paragraph takes the form z = h(y + tx) with h ∈ R * and t ∈ I 0 , and satisfies z 2 = h 2 (β + 2t + t 2 α). But the element w = h 2 α + t x − y has the same norm as z and the coefficient of x in w is in R * (since 2 α ∈ R * and t ∈ I 0 ), so that the norm of z lies in T for such z as well. This proves the lemma.
We remark that the element w ∈ M α,β defined at the end of the proof of Lemma 3.3 is the image of z under the reflection with respect to x, taking u ∈ M α,β to u − 2(u,x) α x. This element is well-defined as an automorphism of M α,β since 2 α ∈ R, though it is not a reflection with respect to a decomposition since M α,β does not decompose as Rx ⊕ (Rx)
The proof of part (i) of Lemma 3.3 allows us to classify isotropic rank 2 unimodular lattices over any valuation ring (not necessarily 2-Henselian):
Proposition 3.4. Let R be any valuation ring. The lattices M α,0 and M γ,0 are isomorphic if and only if γ = c 2 (α + 2r) for some c ∈ R * and r ∈ R. Therefore the isomorphism classes of isotropic unimodular rank 2 lattices are in one-to-one correspondence with the set (R/2R)/(R * ) 2 .
Proof. The only place where we used the 2-Henselian property of R in the proof of Lemma 3.3 was in our search for a solution to the equation α + 2r) . It remains to show that if M α,0 ∼ = M γ,0 then γ = c 2 (α + 2r) for some r ∈ R and c ∈ * . If 2|α then γ, as the norm of some element of M α,0 , is divisible by 2 (Lemma 3.3 again), which completes the proof for this case. Assume now v(α) < v(2). The isomorphism from M γ,0 to M α,0 takes the isotropic generator of M γ,0 to a primitive isotropic vector w ∈ M α,0 , which can be either We remark that if α ∈ R * then M α,0 is decomposable, since the elements x and t = x − αy are orthogonal and have the norms α and −α respectively. Conversely, a direct sum of two unimodular rank 1 lattices which is isotropic must be of this form: If z and w are perpendicular and have norms in R * then for some combination az + bw to have be isotropic we must have a 2 z 2 = −b 2 w 2 . Hence v(a) = v(b), and by replacing w by u = b a w we obtain a generator u for Rw such that u 2 = −z 2 . Therefore Proposition 3.4 implies the following Corollary 3.5. For α ∈ R * (R being any valuation ring) denote H α,0 the lattice generated by two orthogonal elements of norms α and −α. Given α and γ in R * , the relation H α,0 ∼ = H γ,0 holds if and only if γ = c 2 α + 2r for c ∈ R * and r ∈ R.
Proof. The previous paragraph shows that for any α ∈ R * the lattices H α,0 and M α,0 are isomorphic. Hence the assertion follows from Proposition 3.4.
In particular, if v(2) = 0 then R/2R is trivial, and Proposition 3.4 implies that every isotropic unimodular rank 2 lattice over R is a hyperbolic plane (namely, a lattice isomorphic to M 0,0 in the notation of Proposition 3.4). This statement is in correspondence with the results at the end of Section 2, since the same assertion holds over F if the characteristic of F is not 2. Corollary 3.5 implies in this case that all the lattices of the form H α with α ∈ R * are isomorphic. On the other hand, if v(2) > 0 then the elements of (I 0 /2R)/(R * ) 2 correspond to indecomposable isotropic unimodular lattices of rank 2. If v(2) = 0 then I 0 /2R is not well-defined and can be considered as the empty set (since I 0 is the complement of R * and the image of R * in R/2R is the entire set R/2R), which corresponds to the fact that there exist no indecomposable rank 2 lattices in this case (Corollary 1.3 again).
The anisotropic case is more delicate. Lemma 3.1 allows us to restrict attention to the case v(α) + v(β) ≤ 2v(2) when we consider anisotropic lattices.
The following lemma will turn out useful in what follows.
Lemma 3.6. If v(α) + v(β) < 2v(2) then the valuation of the norm of a nonzero element of M α,β of the form tx + sy with t and s in R can be evaluated as v(t 2 α + s 2 β). The same assertion holds also if v(α) + v(β) = 2v(2), provided that the two terms t 2 α and s 2 β have different valuations.
Proof. The element in question has norm v(t 2 α + 2st + s 2 β), and we claim that v(2st) > min{v(t 2 α), v(s 2 β)} under our assumptions. If s = 0 this is clear, so assume s = 0. Now, the inequality
Combining these two inequalities we obtain v (2) we obtain a contradiction, which proves the claim in the case. If v(α)+v(β) = 2v(2) then the two equalities can hold only if , in contradiction to our assumption in this case. Hence v(2st) > min{v(t 2 α), v(s 2 β)} also in this case. Since this inequality implies the assertion of the lemma, the proof is now complete.
If v(α) ≤ v(2) (and v(α) ≤ v(β), as always), then x is a primitive element of M α,β whose norm has minimal valuation. This is obvious, since the three terms appearing in the expansion of the norm of any element ax + by of M have valuations of at least v(α). Maximal valuation is a more complicated property, and in general it is possible that for a lattice of the form M α,β not to contain any primitive element whose norm has maximal valuation (see, however, Proposition 3.9 below, for a condition on R assuring the existence of such a primitive element). We restrict attention to those lattices M α,β which contain such elements. Moreover, we assume in our notation M α,β that β, as a norm of a primitive element of M α,β , has maximal valuation. For the characterization of such lattices, we need a parity notion for elements of the value group Γ. We call an element of Γ even if it is divisible by 2 in Γ (namely, if it is the valuation of an element of (K * ) 2 ), and odd otherwise. We call an element a ∈ R * a residual square if a + I 0 ∈ (F * ) 2 (namely, if a ≡ b 2 (mod I 0 ) for some b ∈ R). We extend this notion to any element a ∈ R, by calling such an element an approximate square if a ≡ b 2 (mod I v(a) ) for some b ∈ R. This can occur only if v(a) is even, and is equivalent to a σ 2 being a residual square for any σ ∈ R with 2v(σ) = v(a) (this assertion is independent of the choice of σ). The set of approximate squares of valuation v = 2v(σ) is a subgroup of σ 2 R, which is the image of F * under the map F → σ 2 R/I v given by multiplication by σ 2 . We use the set-theoretic description σ 2 R 2 + I v in order to denote this subgroup. We now distinguish among the cases v(α) + v(β) < 2v(2) and v(α) + v(β) = 2v(2).
Proposition 3.7. The case v(α) + v(β) < 2v(2) and v(β) is maximal corresponds to the situation in which β α is not an approximate square. More explicitly, this is the case when either v β α is odd, or v β α is even but β ασ 2 + I 0 is not in (F * ) 2 for some (hence any) σ ∈ R with 2v(σ) = v β α . Proof. A primitive element z ∈ M α,β takes either the form c(y + tx) with t ∈ R and c ∈ R * or the form c(x + sy) with s ∈ I 0 and c ∈ R * . For the valuation of the norm of z, we can assume c = 1. Lemma 3.6 shows that the norm of an element of the form x + sy equals v(α + s 2 β), which is the same as v(α) since v(β) ≥ v(α) and s ∈ I 0 . As for z = y + tx, its norm has valuation v(β + t 2 α) (Lemma 3.6 again), and since we are interested in primitive elements whose norms have large valuations, we need consider only t such that 2v(t) ≥ v When v β α is even we take t = σr for σ as above and r ∈ R, and the same considerations show that if r ∈ I 0 then v(z 2 ) = v(β). Hence assume r ∈ R * , and the norm of z has valuation v(β)
. The maximality of β is equivalent to 1 + r 2 · ασ 2 β ∈ R * for every such r, and since 2 must be in I 0 to allow v(α) + v(β) < 2v(2), the latter condition forbids the image of β ασ 2 modulo I 0 to belong to (F * ) 2 . This proves the proposition.
Corollary 3.8. If the residue field F of R is perfect then the situation described in Proposition 3.7 occurs only if v β α is odd. Proof. F is of characteristic 2, and it is perfect if and only if (F * ) 2 = F * . Hence the second setting in Proposition 3.7 cannot occur in this case.
Using Proposition 3.7, we derive a condition on R assuring the existence of a primitive element whose norm has maximal valuation. We recall that an extension L of K with a valuation w on L such that w K = v is called immediate if w(L) = Γ and the quotient field S/J 0 , with S the valuation ring of (L, w) and J 0 the maximal ideal in S, is isomorphic to F. Proposition 3.9. Assume that K admits no quadratic immediate extensions. Then every lattice M α,β contains a primitive element whose norm has maximal valuation.
Proof. Let M α,β be a lattice without such an element. First we observe that v(α)+v(β) < 2v(2). For if v(α)+v(β) > 2v(2) then M α,β is isotropic by Lemma 3.1, and the norm of an isotropic vector has maximal valuation ∞. Moreover, if v(α) + v(β) = 2v(2) then the fact the β is not maximal allows us to find a element of norm δ with v(δ) > v(β). This implies M α,β ∼ = M γ,δ for some γ with v(γ) ≥ v(α), and we are again in the isotropic case. Now, a primitive element of M α,β whose norm has valuation larger than v(α) must be of the form z = c(y + tx) for some c ∈ R * (see the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.3), and again we can take c = 1 since we are interested only in v(z 2 ). We now construct a sequence of elements z σ = y + t σ x, for σ in some maximal well-ordered set {σ|σ < ρ}, whose norms β σ = z 2 σ satisfy v(β τ ) > v(β σ ) for τ > σ. We do this using transfinite induction, starting with t 0 = 0, z 0 = y, and β 0 = β. Assume that we constructed z σ for σ ∈ T . If T has a maximal element τ , then we can find some t τ +1 such that z τ +1 has norm β τ +1 with valuation bigger than v(β τ ) (since β τ is not maximal). Then the index τ + 1 increases T . If T does not contain any maximal element, but there exists some primitive element of M α,β having norm with valuation exceeding v(β σ ) for every σ ∈ T , then the previous paragraph shows that this element can be written as z τ = y + t τ x, and we can increase T by adding τ as a new maximal element. The fact that we take elements from a fixed lattice implies that this transfinite process must terminate. We thus obtain a well-ordered set S, having no last element, and t σ for each σ ∈ S such that v(β τ ) > v(β σ ) for every τ > σ in S, and such that no primitive element of M α,β has norm with valuation exceeding v(β σ ) for every σ ∈ S.
We claim that {t σ } σ∈S is an algebraic pseudo-convergent sequence in R, with no pseudo-limit in R (see Definitions 10, 12, and 15 in Section 2 of [Sch] ). Indeed, let σ and τ be elements of S with σ < τ , and write z τ = z σ + (t τ − t σ )x. As v(α) + v(β σ ) < 2v(2), Lemma 3.6 implies that v(β τ ) = v β σ + (t τ − t σ ) 2 α (the fact that (x, z σ ) equals 1 + t σ α rather than 1 does not affect the validity of Lemma 3.6). Now, Proposition 3.7 shows that v βσ α is even for each σ ∈ S, and the proof of that proposition implies that 2v(t τ − t σ ) = v βσ α . From this equality we deduce that v(t τ − t σ )) = v(β σ ), which shows that {t σ } σ∈S is pseudo-convergent. Moreover, β σ = f (t σ ) for f (t) = β + 2t + αt 2 , and since V (β σ ) strictly increases with σ, the algebraicity of {t σ } σ∈S follows. Had this pseudo-convergent sequence a pseudo-limit s ∈ R, a similar argument would show that y + sx has norm δ with v(δ) ≥ v(β σ ) for every σ ∈ S, contrary to our assumption on S. Then Lemmas 12 and 19 of Section 2 of [Sch] yield a quadratic immediate extension L of K, generated by adding a pseudo-limit to this sequence, in contradiction to our assumption on K. This contradiction shows that M α,β must contain a primitive element with maximal valuation.
In particular, Proposition 3.9 shows that if K is maximally complete (namely, admits no immediate extensions at all) then every lattice M α,β contains a primitive element of norm with maximal valuation.
The conditions for v(α) + v(β) = 2v(2) > 0 are somewhat different. Proof. The condition v(α) + v(β) = 2v(2) implies β = 4 α ε with ε ∈ R * , and since we assume v(β) ≥ v(α) we obtain v(α) ≤ v(2). Consider the element z = y + tx ∈ M α,β . If v(t) < v 2 α (an inequality which can occur only if v(α) < v(2) < v(β)) then Lemma 3.6 implies that the valuation of z 2 equals v(β + t 2 α) < v(β) and is not maximal. We therefore write t = − 2 α s, and then
and z is primitive, hence the maximality implies v(s 2 − s + ε) = 0. Since s ∈ R is arbitrary, this shows that ε + I 0 cannot be in F AS , hence Lemma 3.2 implies that ε ∈ R AS as desired.
Corollary 3.11. If ρ is surjective (in particular if F is algebraically closed) then any lattice M α,β with v(α) + v(β) = 2v(2) is isotropic.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.10 shows that v(β) cannot be maximal, since we can take t such that v(t (2), Lemma 3.1 shows that this lattice is isotropic. This proves the corollary.
Following Lemma 3.1 and Propositions 3.7 and 3.10, we define, under the assumption that v(2) > 0, the generalized Arf invariant of a unimodular rank 2 lattice containing a primitive element with norm of maximal valuation. Assume that the lattice is given in the form M α,β , where we assume that β has maximal valuation. If M α,β is isotropic (i.e., β = 0), define the generalized Arf invariant to be 0. Otherwise the valuations of α and β are well-defined (i.e., are the same for any lattice M γ,δ which is isomorphic to M α,β if δ is maximal). If (2) and is odd, then we define the generalized Arf invariant of M α,β to be the class αβ + I v(αβ) . In the case where 0 < v(α) + v(β) < 2v (2) and is even, the generalized Arf invariant of M α,β is defined to be the (non-zero) image of αβ + I v(αβ) modulo the subgroup of approximate squares of valuation v(αβ). Finally, if v(α)+ v(β) = 2v(2) then we take the generalized Arf invariant of M α,β to be the image of αβ in 4R/4R AS , or equivalently 4 · (F/F AS ).
Proposition 3.12. The generalized Arf invariant is an invariant of the isomorphism class of M α,β .
Proof. The fact that tha valuations of α and β are well-defined under the maximality assumption follows from Lemma 3.1 and Propositions 3.7 and 3.10. Denote v(α) + v(β) by v. Recall that the discriminant of M α,β is −1 + αβ, and we consider its class modulo (R * ) 2 . If M γ,δ ∼ = M α,β then 1 − αβ = c 2 (1 − γδ), and since β and δ lie in I 0 , it follows that c 2 ∈ 1 + I 0 hence c 2 ∈ 1 + I 0 . If v > 2v(2) then Lemma 3.1 implies v = ∞, β = δ = 0, both discriminants are −1, and both generalized Arf invariants are 0. Hence the assertion is immediate in this case. Assume now v ≤ 2v(2), write c = 1 − h with h ∈ I 0 , and by taking the images of both sides modulo I v we obtain γδ ≡ h 2 − 2h + αβ(mod I v ). If v(h) < v(2) then v(2h) > 2v(h), so that in particular if 2v(h) < v then the congruence cannot hold. Hence assume 2v(h) ≥ v. If v is odd then 2v(h) > v and also v(2h) > v (for if v(h) < v(2) then v(2h) > 2v(h) and otherwise v(2h) ≥ 2v(2) > v), so that γδ ≡ αβ(mod I v ) and the proof of this case is complete. If v < 2v(2) and is even, then let λ ∈ R be such that 2v(λ) = v, and write h = λg for g ∈ R.
Then v(2h) > v again, and the congruence shows that the images of γδ and αβ modulo I v differ by the approximate square λ 2 g 2 + I v . Moreover, Proposition 3.7 implies that the class of αβ + I v modulo approximate squares is non-zero, which completes the proof for this case. Finally, if v = 2v(2) we write h = 2t with t ∈ R, and the congruence shows that the difference between γδ and αβ is 4ρ(t) modulo I 2v(2) . Proposition 3.7 shows that αβ +4ρ(t) is not in I 2v(2) for any t ∈ R, so that the corresponding class is non-zero, and Lemma 3.2 completes the proof of this case as well. This proves the proposition.
The case v = 2v(2) in Proposition 3.12 generalizes the Arf invariant defined in [A] for such lattices, whence the name. In this context, the isotropic case can be considered as corresponding to the trivial class for the case v ≥ 2v(2). In any case, our generalized Arf invariant carries also the additional information about the valuation v, and we can separate the possible generalized Arf invariants according to whether they have odd valuation, even valuation smaller than 2v(2), or the valuation 2v(2) (or ∞). We call these generalized Arf invariants odd, even and exact (and vanishing), respectively.
Invariants of Lattices with Primitive Norm in 2R
We now turn to the main criterion for isomorphism between lattices of the form M α,β with v(β) ≥ v(2). 
Proof. Since we assume v(α) ≤ v(β) and v(γ) ≤ v(δ), we find that γ is the norm of an element z ∈ M α,β of the form z = c(x + sy) with c ∈ R * and s ∈ R. Indeed, if v(α) < v(β) this is clear, and if v(α) = v(2) = v(β) then the assertion follows by using the reflection with respect to x if necessary. Lemma 3.3 now implies that γ can be taken to be any element of R of the form c 2 (α + 2r) with c ∈ R * and r ∈ R, provided that r ∈ Lemma 4.1 is the main tool for investigating whether two lattices of the form M α,β and M γ,δ , with β and δ maximal with valuations at least v(2), are isomorphic. We begin by showing that isomorphism classes of lattices with generalized Arf invariant in I v(2) can be described using yet another invariant, which is finer than the generalized Arf invariant. Proof. (i) The inclusion S ⊆ I v(2) is clear. In order to show that S is a subgroup, we show that the difference between two elements t 2 + 2t and s 2 + 2s of S also lies in S, since it is of the form (t − s + h) 2 + 2(t − s + h) for some h such that 2v(h) > v(2). Indeed, comparing terms yields the equation h 2 + 2(t − s + 1)h + 2s 2 − 2ts = 0 for h, where the coefficients A = 1, B = 2(t − s + 1), and C = 2s 2 − 2ts satisfy v(A) = 0, v(B) = v(2), and v(C) > 2v(2). To see the inequality concerning v(C), observe that v(s 2 ) > v(2) while v(ts) > v(2) as well because 2v(t) + 2v(s) > 2v(2) by our assumptions on s and t. Lemma 1.4 thus yields a solution h of valuation v C B , which is the same valuation as v(ts − s 2 ) > v(2). Hence 2v(t − s + h) > v(2) and the difference is indeed an element of S.
(ii) Let now M α,β and M γ,δ be isomorphic lattices such that the common valuation v of αβ and γδ satisfies v > v(2). Then 1 − γδ = c 2 (1 − αβ) for some c ∈ R * , and an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 3.12 shows that c must be of the form 1 + h with 2v(h) ≥ v. But then αβ(2h + h 2 ) ∈ I 2v(2) ⊆ S and 2h + h 2 ∈ S, so that γδ − αβ ∈ S as asserted.
(iii) Consider now a generalized Arf invariant η of valuation v > v(2). Then either η = 0 (which corresponds to the trivial class of I v(2) /S), or ηR is a welldefined ideal in R and we consider elements of ηR modulo I v(η) + (S ∩ ηR). This quotient is coarser than ηR/(S ∩ ηR), and we claim that its non-zero classes give rise to generalized Arf invariants of valuation v(η). Indeed, considerations similar to those presented in the proof of Proposition 3.12 yield the following conclusions: If v(η) < 2v(2) and is odd then S ∩ ηR ⊆ I v(η) . If v(η) < 2v(2) but is even, then the image of S ∩ ηR modulo I v(η) coincides with the subgroup of approximate squares of valuation v(η). Finally, if v(2t+t 2 ) ≥ 2v(2) then t ∈ 2R, and if t = −2r then t 2 + 2t = 4ρ(r). This observation implies the equality S ∩ 4R = 4R AS , from which we deduce that that 4R/S ∩ 4R = 4(R/R AS ) and classes of I v(2) /S of valuation at least 2v(2) are precisely exact and vanishing generalized Arf invariants. Therefore the quotients defining the generalized Arf invariants of valuation larger than v(2) are coarser than I v(2) /S, yielding the desired map. This proves the proposition.
On the basis of these arguments, we call the elements of classes I v(2) /S fine Arf invariants, so that a fine Arf invariant has valuation larger than v(2). Part (iii) of Proposition 4.2 allows us to consider, for every generalized Arf invariant η with v(η) > v(2), the set of fine Arf invariants lying over η in the natural projection map.
Lemma 4.1 shows that if v(β) ≥ v(2) and M α,β ∼ = M γ,δ then γ differs from α by an element in 2R (and even in (2)), up to the action of (R * ) 2 . Lemma 3.2 allows us to consider only the image of β modulo I v(2) in the quotient 4 β R AS , so that we can write it (at least heuristically at this point) as 4α η R AS using the generalized Arf invariant η of M α,β . Thus, if v(β) = v(2) then γ and α can be described as related through the action of the multiplicative group (R * ) 2 1 + 4 η R AS . In order to put the relation for v(β) > v(2) on the same basis, we remark that (at least for the non-trivial classes with v(α) < v(2)) the relation γ ∈ (R * ) 2 (α+ 2R) can also be phrased using the action of the group (R * ) 2 1 + 2 ξ R where ξ ∈ R is any element of R with v(ξ) = v(α). We thus call elements of (R/2R)/(R * ) 2 coarse classes of minimal norms. Moreover, given a generalized Arf invariant η with v(η) ≤ 2v(2) (i.e., non-vanishing) we define the set of classes of minimal norms corresponding to η as orbits of the action of the multiplicative group (R * ) 2 1 + 4 τ R AS where τ is some element of R whose class in the appropriate quotient is η.
For a lattice M α,β with v(β) ≥ v(2) and maximal, the class of minimal norms of M α,β is the image of α in the set of coarse classes of minimal norms if v(β) > v(2), while in the case v(β) = v(2) we take the image of α in the set of classes of minimal norms corresponding to the generalized Arf invariant η of M α,β . Proof. Lemma 3.2 shows that changing τ by an element of larger valuation does not alter the set 4 τ R AS . This shows that the set of classes of minimal norms is well-defined for odd η, and that the group in question is invariant under such change of the representative η also in the other cases.For even η we first observe that the action of elements of the form (1 + σh) 2 of (R * ) 2 , where σ ∈ R satisfies 2v(σ) = 2v(2) − v(η) and h ∈ R is arbitrary, increases the action of 1 + 4 τ R AS to an action of 1 + 4 τ R AS + σ 2 R 2 . We claim that replacing τ by τ + λ 2 h 2 , where 2v(λ) = v(η) and h ∈ R, gives the same subgroup. Write τ = λ 2 ε with ε ∈ R * and λ = 2 σ , and h = εb with b ∈ R. Subtracting 1 and multiplying by ε(1+εb 2 ) σ 2 reduces the asserted relation to
However, the equality
holds for every three elements r, b, and ε of R. This shows that the right hand side is contained in the left hand side. Now, ε and 1+εb 2 are in R * since the even generalized Arf invariant is a non-zero class, hence the other inclusion follows as well since Every element of R is (1+εb 2 )r for some r ∈ R. When the generalized Arf invariant η is exact, one needs to verify that the group (R * ) 2 1 + 4 τ R AS is preserved under replacing τ by an element of 4R AS . Verifying this becomes simpler by writing τ = 4ε with ε ∈ R * , while taking the difference in 4R AS to be 4ρ(εh) for some h ∈ R. Multiplying by ε(1 + εt 2 − t) (which lies in R * since η is a non-zero class modulo 4R AS ), required equality becomes
Now, an element of R AS always takes the form ρ (1+εt 2 −t)r . Substituting this form in the left hand side, we need to show that the element ε+(1+εt
. This element is congruent to (1 + rt) 2 ε + ρ r 1+rt modulo I 0 (recall that v(2) > 0). Hence if 1 + rt ∈ R * then our element can be presented as (1 + rt) 2 [ε + ρ(h)] for some h ∈ r 1+rt + I 0 (see the proof of Lemma 3.2). Otherwise r ∈ R * and the element in question is congruent to r 2 modulo I 0 . But r 2 equals r ε 2 [ε + ρ(ε)], so our element can be written as r ε 2 [ε + ρ(h)] for some h ∈ ε + I 0 (as above). Conversely, consider an expression of the form (1 + εt 2 − t) ε + ρ(s) , and observe that it is congruent to
An argument similar to the one given above completes the proof for the case 1 − st ∈ R * . The other case, namely 1 − st ∈ I 0 , is also treated using the same ideas since our expression is then congruent to
This proves that all the sets of classes of minimal norms are well-defined. Now, Lemma 4.1 shows that isomorphic lattices of the form M α,β with v(β) ≥ v(2) and v(αβ) > v(2) have the same class of minimal norms, and that no finer invariant for the minimal norm exists. Moreover, part (ii) of Proposition 4.2 shows that the fine Arf invariant is also an invariant of isomorphism classes of such lattices. Conversely, assume that M α,β and M γ,δ have the same fine Arf invariant and the same class of minimal norms. In particular, the difference between the valuation of the (common) generalized Arf invariant η of these two lattices and v(α) coincides with its difference from v(γ), so that we consider either the coarse classes of minimal norms in both lattices or the classes of minimal norms corresponding to η. Since the (appropriate) classes of α and γ coincide, Lemma 4.1 shows that M γ,δ is isomorphic to M α,µ for some µ ∈ R. Moreover, by part (ii) of Proposition 4.2 the lattice M α,µ has the same fine Arf invariant as M γ,δ hence also as M α,β , meaning that αβ − αµ ∈ S. If the fine (or generalized) Arf invariant vanishes then µ = β = 0 and we are done. Otherwise v(η) ≤ 2v(2), write the difference αβ − αµ as t 2 + 2t, and we claim that 2v(t) ≥ v(η). Indeed, otherwise v(t) < v(2), all the elements αµ, αβ, and 2t have valuations larger than v(t 2 ), and the equality αβ − αµ = t 2 + 2t cannot hold. Now, since v(η) = v(αβ) ≥ 2v(α) we can write t = −αb for b ∈ R with 2v(b) ≥ v β α and obtain the equality µ = β + 2b − αb 2 . We claim that this equality implies an equality of the form µ = β + 2a − Any field F of characteristic 2 is the quotient field of a 2-Henselian valuation ring R whose fraction field K has characteristic 0: For an example of a such a ring in which the valuation is complete and discrete, take R to be the ring W (F) of Witt vectors over F. Any non-degenerate (or fully regular in the terminology of [A] ) quadratic form of dimension 2 over F is isomorphic to a form q : (r, s) → λr 2 +rs+µs 2 for some λ and µ in F (see Theorem 2 of [A] -note that by normalizing one of the basis elements we can make the product 1, i.e., we can take b i = 1 for all i). Let α and β be elements of 2R such that . On the other hand, Corollary 4.4 implies that the isomorphism class of M α,β is independent of the choice of α ∈ 2λ + I v(2) and β ∈ 2µ + I v(2) . This implies that if q and Q above are isomorphic over F then M α,β ∼ = M γ,δ : Indeed, lifting the isomorphism over F to any map over R yields an isomorphism between M α,β and M κ,ν for κ ∈ 2ϕ + I v(2) and ν ∈ 2ψ + I v(2) , and the previous assertion implies M κ,ν ∼ = M γ,δ . Thus, isomorphism classes of fully regular quadratic forms of rank 2 over F correspond to isomorphism classes of lattices M α,β over R, where α and β are in 2R. Now, exact or vanishing generalized Arf invariants are 4 times the Arf invariant ∆ defined in [A] , and the Clifford algebra of q over F is characterized up to isomorphism by the possible squares of elements of its odd part. Since Lemma 3.3 shows that this set is either 2R or an orbit in 2R/(R * ) 2 1 + 4 τ R AS (of valuation 2), Corollary 4.4 implies Theorem 3 of [A] . Once again, the lattices with classes of minimal norms of valuation 0 are decomposable. Such a lattice M α,β , with τ ∈ R representing the fine Arf invariant of M α,β , is isomorphic to the lattice H α,τ spanned by two orthogonal elements u and w of norms 1 α and τ −1 α : Indeed, by taking τ = αβ we find that x = αu and y = u + v form a basis for H α,τ as an isomorphic image of M α,β . Therefore Theorem 4.3 implies also the following Corollary 4.5. Let α and γ be elements in R * and let τ and λ be elements in I v(2) representing generalized Arf invariants. The lattices H α,τ and H γ,λ are isomorphic if and only if τ − λ ∈ S and α and γ are in the same coarse class of minimal norms in (R/2R)/(R * ) 2 .
As above, the case τ = λ = 0 in Corollary 4.5 yields Corollary 3.5 (under the 2-Henselianity assumption). Note that the norms α and −α of H α,0 from Corollary 3.5 are equivalent to the norms 1 α and 0−1 α of H α,τ =0 in Corollary 4.5 since α 2 ∈ (R * ) 2 (or using the direct isomorphism of multiplying both basis elements by 1 α ). We remark about the generalized Arf invariants of valuation precisely v(2) (with v(2) > 0). If v(2) is odd then the condition 2v(h) ≥ v(2) implies 2v(h) > v(2), so that fine Arf invariants in 2R/S are invariants also of lattices having generalized Arf invariants of valuation v(2). In this case, Proposition 4.2, Theorem 4.3, and Corollary 4.5 extend to lattices with such generalized Arf invariants with the same proofs, except for the fact that in Corollary 4.5 we need to take classes of minimal norms corresponding to the (common) generalized Arf invariant arising from τ and λ instead of coarse classes of minimal norms. On the other hand, if v(2) is even then the reasonable extensions of the group S depend on the generalized Arf invariant (and even on the representative chosen), and appear not to qualify as groups. This complicates the characterization in this case, which is left for future research. However, if F is perfect (in particular finite), then this situation does not occur (see Corollary 3.8). Indeed, there exist no even generalized Arf invariants in this case, and if R is a (complete) discrete valuation ring, this condition is in correspondence with the parity condition on the weight and norm ideals in Section 93 of [O] . In the case of lattices M α,β with v(β) < v(2) (and maximal), the set of elements of R of the form α + 2a + βa 2 does not have a description as a coset of an additive subgroup of R, which also leads to a more involved classification. This question also requires further investigation.
Towards Canonical Forms in Residue Characteristic 2
In this section we derive some relations in lattices of 2-Henselian valuation rings in which v(2) > 0. Proof. We use the same method as in Section 93 of [O] . Take some 0 ≤ v ∈ Γ, and consider the subset M v of all elements x ∈ M such that v(x, y) ≥ v for every y ∈ M . We claim that this is a sub-lattice of M . Note that since R is not necessarily Noetherian (because the valuation is not discrete), the assertion does not follow from the fact that M v is a submodule of M : Indeed, the condition v(x, y) ≥ v can be interpreted as (x, y) being in the principal ideal J of elements with valuation at least v, and if we apply this condition for a non-principal ideal J then the resulting subset is not a finitely generated submodule of
The first assertion is obvious, and the second assertion holds because any primitive element x ∈ N satisfies {(x, y)|y ∈ N } = σR since N is uni-valued. It follows that M k,v (or N k,v ) are lattices for every k, and M v is a sub-lattice of M .
The lattice M v has valuation at least v. Moreover, its decompositions as
N k,v are decompositions to uni-valued lattices (but not necessarily in increasing valuation orders). To see this, we examine
shows that it is still a lattice, and we take the tensor product of this lattice with F. The images of all the components M k,v or N k,v with v(M k ) = v(N k ) = v become degenerate in this F-valued bilinear form, and a maximal non-degenerate subspace of this F-vector space arises from
In particular the ranks of M k and N k coincide for each k, and Corollary 1.3 shows that each of them has an orthogonal basis if and only if some element of M v 1 a has a norm not in I 0 . This proves the proposition.
A more detailed examination of the proof of Proposition 5.1 allows one to derive a stronger assertion. Define, for each 2 ≤ k < t, the element u k of Γ to be min{v( In fact, if 2 ∈ R * then the condition u k > 2v(2) is satisfied for any k. Thus, Corollary 5.2 yields another proof of Theorem 2.4.
We think of certain unimodular components as "more canonical" than others, and of certain forms of the components as "more canonical". After fixing σ v for every v, the more canonical uni-valued components of valuation v are the more canonical unimodular ones with the bilinear form multiplied by σ v . The Jordan decomposition t k=1 M k of a lattice M is "more canonical" than the Jordan decomposition t k=1 N k if there exists some 1 ≤ l ≤ t such that M k = N k for all k < l and M l is "more canonical" than N l . For example, [J2] considers a rank 1 lattice over R = Z 2 representing (R * ) 2 = 1 + 8Z 2 to be more canonical than the other unimodular rank 1 lattices, and M 0,0 to be more canonical than M 2,2 . The canonical form of Theorem 1 of [J2] is obtained using these considerations. We remark that in the case R = Z 2 the unimodular components are characterized by their symbols, of the form 1 εn t for the odd components (called properly primitive in [J2] and others) or 1 εn II for the even (or improperly primitive) components. The number n is the rank. The value t ∈ Z/8Z for odd components can be evaluated using the Weil index e 2πit/8 of the component. The sign ε ∈ {±1} can be obtained using the fact that the Weil index of 2 . We now define when one form of a unimodular lattice is more canonical than another form. First, a canonical form is based either on an orthogonal basis (if it exists) or of a direct sum of lattices of the form M α,β with α and β in I 0 . One form of a lattice is more canonical than another form of the same lattice (or from a form of a different lattice) if it has discriminant closer to 1. One element a ∈ R is closer to 1 than b ∈ R if v(a − 1) > v(b − 1). If the lattice admits an orthongonal basis, then one basis is more canonical than another if it contains more elements of norms in 1+I 0 . If two bases have the same number of elements with norms in 1 + I 0 , we order the base such that the elements whose norms are closer to 1 come first. Then the basis x j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n is more canonical then y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n if v(x 2 k − 1) > v(y 2 k − 1) for some k such that v(x 2 j − 1) > v(y 2 j − 1) for all j < k. In particular, a basis containing a maximal set of elements of norm precisely 1 will be more canonical than a basis not having this property. For a lattice of the form j M αj ,βj , we choose the order such that the valuations of generalized Arf invariants are decreasing. Then one form is more canonical than another using a condition similar to the orthogonal base case, with v(x 2 − 1) replaced by the valuation of the generalized Arf invariant. For two unimodular lattices given in a certain form, we call one of them more canonical than the other according to the same rules.
Let L be a unimodular lattice over R (a 2-Henselian valuation ring with v(2) > 0) having an orthonormal basis. Using the argument of Section 1, we find that the reduction of L modulo I 0 decomposes as the orthogonal direct sum of elements of norms 1 + I 0 , and an F-lattice in which no norm equals 1 + I 0 . Lifting this basis to a basis of L and altering by elements of I 0 , we obtain an orthogonal basis x j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n for M in which x 2 j ∈ 1 + I 0 for j ≤ l, and no combination of x j with l + 1 < j ≤ n has a norm in 1 + I 0 . If F is perfect than any non-zero norm is a square times an element of 1 + I 0 , so that the reduction can always be taken orthonormal and l = n. If M is a lattice with Jordan decomposition M = t k=1 M k such that M 1 = L, then mixing with the components M k of higher valuation cannot yield norms from n j=l+1 Rx j ⊕ k>1 M k which are in 1 + I 0 , hence cannot render our form of L = M 1 more canonical.
We now turn to unimodular rank one components generated by an element with a norm in 1 + I 0 . Recall that a more canonical form for such a lattice will be based on a generator x whose norm is such that v(x 2 − 1) is large. Now, if
we can have a "most canonical" form for such a lattice (i.e., x 2 = 1 + r with the maximal possible v(r)) then either r = 0, v(r) < 2v(2) and is odd, v(r) < 2v (2) is even and r is not in σ 2 R 2 + I v(r) for σ ∈ R with 2v(σ) = v(r), or v(r) = 2v(2) and r is not in 4R AS . Indeed, if v(r) > 2v(2) then x 2 is a square by Lemma 1.4. Otherwise, we compare 1 + r to c 2 (1 + r), c has to be 1 + h for h ∈ I 0 with 2v(h) ≥ v(r), and considerations like those presented in Section 3 prove the assertion.
The first step towards a canonical form is provided by the following Proposition 5.3. Let M be a unimodular lattice generated by two orthogonal elements x and y of norms 1 + r and 1 + s respectively, and assume v(s) ≥ v(r) and v(r) and v(s) are maximal. If v(r) is smaller than both v(s) and v(2) then the generalized Arf invariant which it represents is an invariant of the lattice. If v(r) + v(s) > 2v(2) then M is isomorphic to a lattice spanned by two orthogonal elements of norms 1 and (1 + r)(1 + s) respectively, hence s = 0 by maximality. If s = 0 but is maximal (and v(s) > 0) then r and s satisfy the conditions of Propositions 3.7 or 3.10.
in this case are u + αt 2 , t 2 + uβ, and −(u + αt 2 )(t 2 + uβ)(1 − αβ) respectively. Modulo I 0 , these norms are u + I 0 , t 2 + I 0 (or equivalently 1 + I 0 ), and again u + I 0 since F has characteristic 2.
We now examine the effect of adding a lattice of positive valuation to a unimodular lattice.
Proposition 5.4. Let M be a unimodular lattice whose discriminant in a given basis is in 1 + I 0 , and let L be a lattice with v(L) > 0. Write the discriminant of M in this basis as 1 + r, and assume that there exist primitive elements x ∈ M and y ∈ L, with norms a and b respectively, such that t 2 ab ∈ r + I v(r) for some t ∈ R. Then, the lattice M ⊕ L is isomorphic to N ⊕ K with N having the same reduction modulo I 0 as M and has discriminant 1 + s with v(s) > v(r), and K is a lattice with the same valuation as L and whose discriminant is the discriminant of L multiplied by 1 + t 2 ab.
Proof. Let x i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n be a basis for M giving the discriminant 1 + r and in which x 2 n = a, and let y j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m be a basis for L with y 2 m = b. Consider the elements z i = x i + t(x i , x n )y m and w j = y j − t(y j , y m )x n of M ⊕ L. One verifies that z i ⊥ w j for all i and j, and (z i , z j ) ≡ (x i , x j )(mod I 0 ) since y 2 m = b ∈ I 0 as v(L) > 0. We take N to be the lattice spanned by z i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and K to be the lattice generated by w j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. If D is the matrix defined by d ij = (x i , x j ) (with determinant 1+r by assumption) then the matrix giving the discriminant of N is D + t 2 bd n d n = a, this expression reduces to (1 + t 2 ab)(1 + r). Writing the latter expression as 1 + s with s = r + t 2 ab + rt 2 ab and observing that r and t 2 ab are in I 0 , t 2 ab ∈ r + I v(r) , and F has characteristic 2, we find that v(s) > v(r). For elements of the lattice K the expression (w j , w k ) differs from (y j , y k ) by at(y j , y m )(y k , y m ) of valuation at least 2v(L). Evaluating the discriminant of K can be carried out in the same way as the discriminant of N (since L is non-degenerate, the corresponding matrix has non-zero determinant hence can be inverted over K). This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 5.4 can be used in various manners in order to convert a component in a Jordan decomposition of a lattice into a more canonical one, while affecting only the Jordan components with higher valuations. As two possible examples, consider the following: A lattice element with norm 1 + r (contained in a unimodular component) with v(r) maximal can be taken to an element of norm 1 + s with v(s) > v(r), and a lattice M α,β can be altered in this way to a lattice M γ,δ with generalized Arf invariant of higher valuation. In some cases, the class of minimal norms can also change to a class with larger valuation. All the transformations presented in [J2] over R = Z 2 are special cases of Propositions 5.3 and 5.4.
